Energy/Utilities
Just two patterns—web app attacks and crimeware—covered 69% of all incidents.

Public Sector
The most frequent incidents were errors (34%), insider misuse (24%), crimeware (21%) and lost/stolen assets (19%).

Healthcare
Physical theft and loss of assets occurred most often in the office—not from personal vehicles or homes.

Travel/Hospitality
Three-quarters of the attacks targeted POS devices and systems—a good argument for PCI compliance.

Nine classification patterns covered the majority of security incidents.

In 2013, we analyzed over 63,000 security incidents and more than 1,300 confirmed breaches to provide new insight into your biggest threats and to help improve your defenses against them. This year’s report identifies nine basic patterns that covered 92% of all the 100,000 security incidents we’ve looked at from the past 10 years.
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